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Engine Control Panel Electronically Governed LOFA
March 21st, 2019 - LOFA offers innovative electronically governed diesel engine control panels rugged reliable easy to install and customizable for almost any situation

Wireless Telemetry System Remote Engine Monitoring LOFA
April 18th, 2019 - Wireless Telemetry System LOFA’s wireless CANplus ® Messenger system provides affordable remote engine monitoring reporting vital equipment location and condition alerts Alerts can be received via text messaging and or email The rugged and compact wireless telemetry module can monitor record report and alarm for up to 32 conditions available on the SAE J1939 CANbus

Telecommunications Abbreviations and Acronyms
April 19th, 2019 - Consultation ERKAN is pleased to provide this living document for unlocking the evergrowing vocabulary of Abbreviations and Acronyms of the Telecommunications world